General Impact Team Dress Code Guidelines
Camp Dress Code:
T-shirts and tank tops permitted. NO Spaghetti
strap tops, halter-tops, tube tops, etc. Hemlines
and necklines should be modest. NO low cut
tops (avoid visual cleavage) Guys’ tank tops
must have small arm holes & not be cut out
along the body. Let your skin breathe! NO tight
clothes

Shorts are good - but NO SHORT SHORTS OR
SKIRTS. (Shorts no less than a 4” inseam;

dresses & skirts should be no more than 4” from
the top of the knee) Team members with clothes
that are too short will be required to wear pants
the rest of the day.

undergarments please)

Cover up! Girl Swimsuit rules: No bikinis. If you
have a one piece swimsuit that is low-cut and is
revealing cleavage, wear a dark t-shirt. Tankinis
are ok, but observe the No bare midriffs rule &
wear a dark t-shirt if necessary. Guys, must
wear swim trunks. No wearing regular clothes
w/o swimsuits/trunks in the water.

Girls, shirts that are transparent must be worn
with an undershirt that meets dress code
standards.

Failure to adhere to dress code will result in
campers having to change. Repeated issues
could result in being sent home.

No bare midriffs - shirts should be long enough
that no skin is visible. Guys, no shirts with the
sides cut out.
No sagging! Make sure your pants are not
hanging
low.
(avoid
revealing
your

Impact Weekend Dress Code:
Our goal in our dress is to be modest and to be uniform. We want the focus to be on worshipping
God. We do not want our dress or appearance to be, in any way, a distraction from our main
purpose, which is drawing others into worship and praising God for His goodness.
Sunday Morning Services:
Solid black pants
(no patterns)
Solid black or white shirt (no patterns)
Black shoes
Black socks only
No dresses or skirts due to the fact that we stand on platforms that can be high at times
Accessories are to be black and/or white (patterns for scarves, ties, etc. are acceptable, but no
colors other than black and/or white…not gray, not cream, no accent colors)
Girls, shirts that are transparent must be worn with an undershirt that meets dress code standards
*Follow modesty guidelines above for necklines
Sunday Evening Services:
2014-15 Impact T-Shirt (no shirts from previous years please)
Jeans – no visible holes or tears or shredding at the hem (no capris)
Black canvas shoes; only black and white, no other colors; can be regular or high top; we want all
of the shoes to be the same style; not ratty; if shoelaces, white only
Arrival & Free-time Dress Code Expectations:
Follow the same guidelines as Camp Dress Code as stated above. Nothing low-cut or revealing, no
shirts with the sides cut out. Shorts are to be modest and no less than a 4” inseam. No sagging
pants. Girls, shirts that are transparent must be worn with an undershirt that meets dress code
standards.

